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Andrei Iancu’s USPTO-PE-2019-Guideline Approaches the Supreme Court’s Framework ─ Broadly Agreed! 

The Press Release by Sens. Tillis & Coons (about the CAFC’s PE Uncertainties) Promises a Soon Result.  
 

Sigram Schindler 
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH 

www.fstp-expert-system.com 

Andrei Iancu’s narrative about the uniqueness of the US society’s innovativity told at the NYIPLA’s recent 

annual event[542] was excellent as ever: By his such narratives he makes the US innovativity shine in all the 

splendor it indeed deserves. This time his narrative focused on what here is called ─ seen in AI view ─ the 

Supreme Court framework’s “exact set of PE properties” of an “Emerging Technology Claimed 

Invention, ETCI”, implied by its decisions in KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice3.g). The USPTO’s current 

2019-PE-Guideline cannot explain this semiotic3.c) set as it hitherto has not yet been known. 1.a)   

This mail hence takes the point of view of (meta)rationality3.b), here: of deterministic AI in information science, and  

o identifies this ‘exact set of PE properties’ in this framework and explains it, as by the Supreme Court required 
for any ETCI to be of robust PE ─ for the USPTO’s next PE-Guideline ─ and  

o likes the press release by Sens. Tillis & Coons[544] about the CAFC’s misinterpretation of the Supreme Court’s 
framework that it in its Athena vs Mayo decision[546] restated ─ grossly misleading the patent communityb).  
Due to this press release it seems likely that Congress will rapidly support this next USPTO PE-Guideline. 

                                                           
1.a  The Supreme Court expressed its dissatisfaction about the CAFC’s KSR decision due to the tightness of its 

rationale as to the obvious notion and thus not being “future-proof”. I.e., it disliked the CAFC’s “notional tightness” 
of its        § 103 interpretation, thus being of too limited “rationality”3.b) in determining an ETCI being obvious.  

  This criticism is unquestionably justified: If the CAFC had noticed its too tight and hence “non-future-proof 
obviousness notion” ─ as the public very often complained about ─ it had probably noticed that this KSR-tightness 
of the § 103 meaning is caused by KSR-vagueness about the § 112 meaning, i.e. its deficient creativity disclosure. 
KSR’s specification namely discloses for a driver’s sudden/smooth/often/…. acceleration that this KSR-ETCI’s 
“application” remains the same whatever the gas pedal is used for, i.e. needs nothing novel. Thus the KSR-ETCI 
remains obvious over the prior art given ─ as not creating/embodying for the well-known gas pedal application a 
novel aspect alias property that would render the KSR-ETCI as PE. The end of this mail returns to this PE/PA relation.   

  Next, 3 later examples outline the Supreme Court’s general dissatisfactions with the CAFC’s deviations from the 
Supreme Court’s ‘outer shell’ alias ‘peripheral’ SPL interpretation[314] ─ why the Supreme Court reinterpreted SPL by its 
framework for semantically/semiotically3.c) refining it, as required for increasing the ‘SPL-robustness’ of ETCI patents:   

  ●Justice Breyer[69]: “Different judges can have different interpretations. All you’re getting is mine, ok? I think 
it’s easy to say that Archimedes can’t just go to a boat builder and say, apply my idea [i.e. the natural phenomenon 
of a boats’ water displacement] …. Everybody agrees with that. But now we try to take that word “apply” and give 
content to it. And what I suspect, in my opinion, Mayo did and Bilski and the other cases, is to sketch an outer shell 
[i.e. framework] of the content, hoping that the experts, you and the other lawyers and the CAFC, could fill in 
a little better than we had done the content of that shell…”                                       [highlights added]  

  ●Justice Ginsberg[81,127] (as to the BRI’s untenability): “It cannot be sufficient that a court can [always] 
ascribe some meaning to a patent’s claims ... post hoc”, as the Constitution authorized “…to inventors the 
exclusive right to their discoveries, ..“             [highlights added] 

●Chief Justice Roberts[279] (as to the coexistence of the BRIUSPTO and the BRICAFC[56]): “…it's a very extraordi-
nary animal in legal culture to have two different proceedings addressing the same question that lead to different results. 
…. I'm sorry. It just seems to me that's a bizarre way to decide a legal question …”                       [highlights added]  

 .b These 3 examples also show that the Supreme Court rightfully noted that the then SPL-terminology was too coarse 
for enabling robust PE-decisions about ETCIs, i.e. that SPL-notions require a semantic and semiotic refinement, as 
by their properties implied ─ especially for the terms “(exceptional) inventive concept”2.b) in Mayo/… and 
“combination” of these defining an ETCI alias COM(ETCI) in Alice.  

    Thus, the meaning3.c) of an ETCI is defined by the conjunction of its refined5] (n)creative concepts, whereby an ETCI’s 
set “E-crCS” of “E-crCs” models the ETCI’s factual properties ─ “E-inCS”, if also their legal/SPL properties are modeled (see 
Boxes2 below) ─ most of them being nonexceptional/ordinary, i.e. only very few E-crCs are exceptional. By Alice, any ETCI 
is fully describable by one or several different “combinations of its elements’ properties alias E-crCs, COM(ETCI)”. 
For simplicity of this mail it assumes[218] that any ETCI has only 1 COM(ETCI) – as today by patents usually assumed. 

  .c Any reference to the USPTO’s 2019 PE Guideline has the meaning that results from interpreting it by FSTP-Technology.   

http://www.fstp-expert-system.com/
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This mail mainly elaborates on the first above bullet point. It finalizes by reminding disastrous initial misinterpreta-

tions of the Supreme Court’s framework ─ that nevertheless will prevail by a broad consensus initiated by 

Andrei Iancu and his USPTO, by Sens. Tillis’ & Coons’ initiative by the Congress definitively confirmed.   

To begin with: Any PE ETCI has an “application” as referred to in the 2019-PE-GL already, being its key 

“usefulness” PE property. But the Supreme Court requires (as by Alice implied) that any ETCI comprises all infor-

mation needed for determining its ‘exact set of PE properties’ for increasing its ‘SPL-robustness’2.a) ─ yet A without 

putting the US NPS into jeopardy by patenting ETCIs so intricatee.g.3.j) that they necessarily are left nPE (as not 

meeting all framework requirements) or B without unnecessarily declaring patent applications as nPE (for avoiding 

this NPS threat, while they are not of this intricacy, as meeting all framework requirements). To this end, Alice explicitly 

provides (on its page 7) an analysis (≋ specification) of the meaning of PE ─ thus implicitly also of its PE properties.   

But until recently[542], the entire patenting community refused to notice that both risks A/B do exist as ETCIs 

inevitably come based on models[542] ─ requiring checking all relations between E-crCs, also of E-xcrCs. ftnb) 

explains this ‘framework thinking’ about ETCIs that vastly deviates from ‘classic thinking’ about CTCIs.  

Now to the explanation of an ETCI’s ‘exact set of PE properties’. As below shown by the theorem proof, due 

to the definitions of A & B, this set is defined by the ETCI properties passing test1-7. I.e.: While by Alice evi-

dently all its 7 such PE properties are necessary & sufficient for ●its being PE and ●A&B holding, only one 

such property is rationally described by the USPTO’s current 2019-PE-Guideline. I.e.: It is incomplete.  

Thus, the current overall situation is: The Supreme Court has required, with the high rise of emerging technologies, its 

SPL framework for countering semiotic risks (e.g. A/B) implied by the PE of ETCIs ─ due to socioeconomic reasons 

easily comprehensible by investors & inventors. Andrei Iancu is explaining by his actual[542] narrative, why the increase of 

human capabilities has enforced this Supreme Court intervention into clarifying ETCIs’ PE ─ for patent lawyers, 

examiners, licensors/sees, lawyers, … more urging than the Supreme Court’s political reasoning. And the FSTP-

Project, scientifizing this US SPL framework[182], here introduces the notion of an ETCI’s ‘exact set of PE properties‘ for 

enabling completing the USPTO’s 2019 PE Guideline.  

The reason is that a thus complete (alias ‘ideal’ as exactly framework conforming) USPTO 2019-PE-Guideline for 

drafting an ETCI’s patent application must have the following rational capabilityc): If this ETCI is specified as 

recommended by this complete/ideal 2019-PE-Guideline, it does guarantee with 100% certainty that this ETCI meets 

all requirements stated by 35 USC § 101, i.e. is “absolutely PE robust”c).  

                                                           
2.a for thus incentivizing long-term, high-risk, high-cost ETCI-R&D investments, as typical especially for BIOETCIs.  

  .b These 2 properties of ETCIs (not of CTCIs, as not ‘model-based’ but allegedly ‘reality-based’ needing only E-crCs) are: 

I.)  An ETCI’s § 101 meaning is defined by its “ETCI-elements’ individual properties used in its stereotypic SPL logic” 
─ i.e. not alone by its individual subject matter’s properties (as hitherto by most of the patent community believed), 
but by the properties of this ETCI’s § 112 elementsII.) when used in § 101 individual subject matter. I.e.: Its § 101 
meaning varies from ETCI to ETCIII.) ─ meaningless for CTCIs. Hence the sophistication of the FSTP-Test. 

II.)  ETCIs’ “exceptional creative/inventive concepts, xcrCs/xinCs”, i.e. “abstract ideas” & “natural phenomena”. 
FSTP mails have repeatedly & in detail discussed xcrCs’ meanings: Especially that any COM(ETCI) comprises 
at least one E-xcrC and the ETCI’s/COM(ETCI)’s application comprises no xcrC. Thereby holds that the se-
mantic of any E-xcrC is unavoidably partially left in Metaphysics (thus enabling II.)) ─ although of only low spe-
culativity3.b) (nevertheless impossible in CTCIs3.g)).  

  .c  if upfront COM(ETCI) has ─ for all § 112 properties of the ETCI ─ been specified factually correct by E-crCs (see test1&3). 
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Completing the USPTO’s 2019-PE-Guideline by the FSTP-Test would replace in this Guideline 

all its Highly Speculative Metaphysical3.b) Wordings. 

The following FSTP-Test explanations are by patent practitioners usually not needed & for brevity inadmissibly shortened[182].  

AN matrix 
over RS
(test8)

Creative height 
crH over RS 

(test9)

Significantly 
more than TT0 

(test7)

Transforming 
the Nature

(test6)

Application of 
TT0 nature 

(test5)

Unlimited TT0 
preemptivity

(test4)

ETCI’s enabling 
disclosures

(test3)

ETCI’s legal 
disclosures

(test2)

ETCI’s Novelty v  Nonobviousness [over RS]

§ 101 ≡ PE§ 112 ≡ SPL Total  Definedness § 102 ≡ PA § 103 ≡ PA

ETCI’s Semantics-Definedness, Legal Disclosure, Enabling  ETCI’s Novelty   ˄   Usefulness [without RS]

 Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Alice

˄˄ ˄ ˄ ˄ ˄ ˄ ˄

ETCI’s basic 
properties 

(test1)

Biosig GrahamKSR
Refined Claim Construction (CC)Refined Claim Interpretation (CI)

PE-Test

FSTP-Test

 
Box1: The 7(9) PE(SPL)-requirements stated by 35 USC §§ 112/101(/102/103) are ─ from left to right ─ mapped on to the 7(9) tests below checking them.  

 In this graph the dashed lines indicate the notional framework refinement of the solid lines’ notions of the pre-Mayo SPL interpretation. 
 
(Meta)rational Claim Interpretation, mratCI:        <external input::= mratCI in IDL, internal output ::= a COM(mratETCI)>            & begin 
1) if [COM(ETCI) is factually E-complete˄-correct˄-definite˄{O-crC0n = ˄1≤k≤Kn(E-crC0nkE-ncrC0nk),∀1≤n≤N} ˄  Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K] then go on; 
2) if [{(O-inC0n, E-inC0nk) | ∀1≤n≤N ˄  1≤k≤Kn} are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed]  then go on;  
3) if [O-crC0n is ex- or implicitly enablingly disclosed, ∀1≤n≤N] then                                   output mratE-crCS = COM(mratETCI)h)     & stop. 
   

(Meta)Rational Claim Construction, (m)ratCC:  <internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(ratETCI)>             & begin: 
4) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘directed to an exceptional concept’, i.e. rat’comprises in the nPE TT0f) an E-xcrC2.bII.))’] then go on; d) 
5) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘an application of …’, i.e. rat’the application uses a TT0f) without modifying it’] then go on; 
6) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat‘transforming the nature of the claim’, i.e. rat‘transforming the claim’s nature nPE into PE’] then go on;   
7) if [COM(mratETCI) is mrat’significantly more than TT0f)’, i.e. rat’E-crCSETCI\\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0] output ‘COM(ETCI)rat is PE’j)    & stop; 
 

Mathematical Claim Construction, matCC:                  <internal input::= COM(mratETCI), external output ::= COM(matETCI)>           & begin: 
4’) if [E-xcrCSTT0 ≠ Φ]a) then go on; d)  
5’) if [TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0) ˄ ((ETCI\TT0) | TT0)] then go on;   
6’) if [( E-crC  E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0) ˄ (∄ E-xcrCE-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0)]   then go on;                                                                                        
7’) if [ E-crC  E-crCSETCI\E-crCSTT0 :  E-crC ≇ E-crCSTT0] e)                                                                              output ‘COM(ETCI)mat is PE’j)      & stop;          

Boxes2: The semantics of an ETCI’s 7 PE-tests to be passed for its being PE. The test1-9 have a (meta)rational KR3.b), test4’-7’ a mathematical KR[510].  

For an ETCI meeting all framework requirements, i.e. defining & passing the FSTP-Test, holds the “exact set of PE properties” theorem: 

Tightening and/or relaxing one of PE.test1-7        ratfails       determining its exact set of PE properties, i.e. A and/or B.  

A trivial (nonobvious) proof of this fundamental theorem follows from assuming that  ETCI° for which holds 

the contrary:  For it at least 1 test1°-7° is tightened and/or relaxed, but nevertheless A & B is true. If the latter 

conclusion contradicts the  ETCI° assumption ─ which is shown next in 1 line ─ this proof is completed.  

As the  of ETCI° does not change A & B, their both above definitions imply that there is no ETCI violating them. 

This contradicts the  ETCI° assumption.         q.e.d. 

I.e.: The “exact set of PE properties” of any ETCI is exactly determined by the PE-Test ─ which ‘absolutely 

PE robustifies’ all ETCIs passing it. And this PE determination of an ETCI is not only depending on its subject 

matter per se (as the patenting community expects but is falsified above already) but in a filigree manner  also on 

the ‘SPL logic’2.bII.)) ─ which inevitably renders determining ETCIs’ PE so complex that it is impossible to 

determine it correctly without applying scientific AI. I.e.: For most ETCIs using ‘FSTPtech’ is unavoidable.  

Next is very briefly explained, why the Congress’s potential new wording of § 101 eventually probably 

will comprise exactly the meaning that the USPTO’s completed 2019 PE Guideline will embody/present  

─ and hardly anything about § 112, as notionally too complicated to get it clarified short-term. 3.a)  

                                                           
3.a If only 1 of its E-crCs has a truth set >1 ─ what very often occurs, e.g. in BIOETCIs ─ it is not sufficient to determine only its complete 

E-crCS(s)[FSTP], but also all its admissible combinations of truth values of each E-crCS must be crucially identified (also determinable 
automatically by the IES based on its resp. input). And for all of these combinations their enabling disclosures must be verified by 
their passing test3 (while passing test2 can automatically be determined by the IES) ─ which again stresses the interrelation 
between its § 112 and § 101 properties. Continued on page 4 
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There are three ─ by today simple ─ reasons for this assumption:          I. The CAFC’s interpretation of 

the Supreme Court’s SPL framework is untenable as hopelessly incompletely interpreting its wordings.  

This has been mailed repeatedly by the FSTP-Project in extremely simple words.      II. Not only have 

the hitherto FSTP mails shown that the Supreme Court’s SPL framework is ─ by scientific  

interpretation ─ not just another piece of usual legislation but a piece of legislation meticulously based 

on a rational and amazingly fertile theory, especially in[545] showing that it is rigorously deterministically 

mathematizing. This enables developing by AI vastly automated tools for drafting and/or (SPL 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
  .b The following hierarchy of notional qualities’ (comprising preciseness) meaning of a bold term below on the left denotes its 

notional property – being of a legal or factual quality of an item of an ETCI – axiomatically defined to the right of it to be:    
 transcendental – this ETCI item is excluded from SPL-satisfiable testing, as embodying a highly speculative notion;     
 metaphysical – not being “highly speculative”, but describable such that this property is recognizable to be amenable to meta-

rationalization, hence describable by informal “O(-level)-predicates” of this ETCI                   located on its notional O-level; 
 metarational – being describable by basic English IDL-expressions [e.g.372,390] describing the semantics of all identifiable & 

relevant O-predicate parts,   i.e. being conjunctions of “A(-level)-predicates” of IDL-notions, hence a priori axiomized or easily 
axiomizable,            located on its notional A-level; 

 rational – being describable by basic English IDL-expressions describing the individual summands of the A-predicates’ such con-
junctions, i.e. being rationalizable and mathematizable by elementary “E(-level)predicates”          located on its notional E-level; 

 mathematical – being describable by E-predicates in mathematical KR.  

.c An ETCI’s ‘term’ or ‘item’ is an arbitrary ‘identifier’ alias ‘name’/‘acronym’/'reference'/....../’word(ing)’/‘phrase’/ 
’sentence’/’reason’/…. of a ‘meaning’. A pair <’term’/..., its ‘meaning’> is called a ‘notion’/’synonym’, referable by its 
name. Many notions have a typical phrase based on them. The meaning, assigned to its term/name/notion/. 
../phrase/wording, is called the latter's ‘semantics’ – and the latter's application specific limitation ‘pragmatics’. Thereby 
the process of this meaning’s/pragmatic’s determination and assignment to an item/term/name/.../phrase/wording/… – 
associating it to become a notion or a meaning – is called ‘interpreting’/’interpretation’/’modeling’ of the referred to 
item/….. All these conglomerates of an ETCI are called its ‘terminology’. The making/creating of a new notion/mean-
ing/semantics/pragmatics and/or its name is called ‘semiotics’. Due to the AI-notion[470, ftn1.b)] used in the FSTP-Project, the 
necessary & sufficient requirement for interpreting/modeling an at least metarationalb) notion in a meta- or object language 
is: For this notion there is no other meaning than this (meta)rational one – often by the POPOSC[488ftn4.c)] (= “person of 
pertinent ordinary skill & creativity”) to be confirmed, if at all possible[488]. 

  .d  The test4-7 first state the Alice’s metarational wording of the framework requirement to be met by an ETCI for being 
PE; thereafter its rational wording. The test4’-7’ thereafter restate the Alice’s just rationalized wording of the framework 
requirements (to be met by an ETCI for being PE) in a mathematical wording. All these mrat, rat, math wordings are precise 
as stated in the resp. expanded syn/sem increasingly formalized IDL-subsets[372], i.e. first in elementary & limited natural English 
mratIDL, thereafter in more limited English but by SPL notions expanded ratIDL, and finally in even more limited English but by Set 
Theory notions expanded matIDL. 

  .e This is ─ for test1-7 ─ a rational proof (in Mathematical Philosophy alias ratIDL) that the FSTP-Test exactly resolves the PE-
problem, i.e. determines for an ETCI its ‘exact set of PE properties’. As to test4’-7’ it is even a mathematical proof (as in 
Mathematical Logic). Note that any mathematical proof is based on Mathematical Philosophy only, if not only on some “meta 
language”. Due to the fresh axiomations of ‘significantly more’ and ‘basically independent’ (“≇”) ─ while other not truly 
mathematical notions, e.g. ‘scope’ and ‘xcrC’, are assumed to be subsumed to Set Theory by their axiomations long time ago.   

  .f  The ‘exact set of PE properties’ of an ETCI is now evident, as explained above.  I.e.: An ETCI’s ‘scope’ ─ hitherto 
precisely undefinable ─ is by an ETCI’s exact PE property set clearly defined as set of all admissible ‘realization tupels’ 
based on this ETCI’s E-crCS (or potentially E-crCSes as determined by COM(ETCI)). By this first time precise definition 
of the notion of ‘scope’ of an ETCI, the IES may also automatically mathematically/exactly determine whether a combina-
tion of alternative ETCIs does infringe the scope of the first ETCI or not ─ thus terminating the hitherto often vague/ 
difficult ‘patent violation’ processes. And an ETCI’s ‘TT0’ just stands for the Alice’s notion of “ineligible invention”. 

  .g  in contrast to “Classic Technology Claimed Invention, CTCI”  

  .h  note that E-crCS may comprise more than K E-crCs also if the ETCI comprises only 1 COM(ETCI). 

  .j  When carefully analyzing the FSTP-/PE-Test one recognizes the intricate reason[182], why the Supreme Court, when PE-
testing an ETCI, for his framework must require that both these tests ─ and also e.g. the enabling test3, … ─ are 
meaningful only, if at least all 7 of them are checked. For all these cases, one namely may easily construe ETCIs (and 
pertinent ordinary skillc)) passing the PE-test about the latter (thus finding this ETCI to be PE) but then detecting that test8&9 
render this ETCI obvious over the pertinent ordinary skill (or over RS)h). 

  This mail does not resolve the evident problem that it embodies: From the just said follows that not considering 
test8&9 devaluates test1-7 ─ but it proceeds exactly this way!    

  It is worthwhile noticing that the patent community repeatedly and always uni sono, including the patent community’s gurus, took 
it as an unquestionable indication that the Supreme Court has no idea about what patents are ─ as committing such obscurities!!! This 
arrogance needs no further comment.            

  .k  This Andrei Iancu initiated and Congress driven PE consensus would especially resolve the CAFC’s deadlock about the PE 
problem, as recently reproduced the nth time in[546]. What is bizarre with these CAFC deadlocks is that they are always caused 
by self-inflicted sights of phantoms, due to refusing acknowledging the misinterpretation[480] of Alice’s PE specification/analysis. 
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satisfiable) testing absolutely robust ETCI, thus reducing patenting costs of all kind to a small share of 

what they currently are! Upfront this enables getting aware of serious aberrations ─ at least in patenting 

─ of results of emerging technology R&D, especially in DNAtech and alike.        III. Taking into 

account the internationally competitive environment[547], the Sens. Tillis & Coons[544] correctly recogni-

zed that the patenting scene in the US ought to be urged to stop tinkering with what Andrei Iancu 

rightfully calls the most important aspect of innovativity, its patent-eligibility ─ as meaning tinkering with 

its investments. The Congress surely will help the US society and the USPTO. 

AFTERMATH 

The author is convinced that the completed USPTO’s § 101 Guideline1.c) will ideally support the above described 

Supreme Court line of framework decisions ─ KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice, enabling substantially 

increased robustness of patents for ETCIs, thus then quickly broadening and enhancing the agreement about 

the above SPL between the patent community, the Supreme Court, and the USPTO ─ and that Congress would 

accelerate this convergence towards the consensus of all 3 US key authorities in this patenting context3.k). 

Otherwise the incredible socioeconomic power of the upcoming emerging technologies and their then legal 

uncontrollability would send ─ due to the then implied horrendous investment losses by the NPS ─ the US 

society’s innovativity and its NPS down the drain. And with it the other wealthy societies’ NPSes, worldwide. 
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